
NOTES 7-26 
 
 
ALL Opening night, & I’m so excited to have the audience come and supply the necessary circuit! Let them 
in, bring them along on the ride, make it an exciting place to be.  As you add Life to the play with improvised 
dialogue and reactions, and as you play with each other, it makes an incredible difference. Suddenly a world 
comes alive, and it makes the audience feel like they’re in the middle of it.   Don’t back away from adding your 
voices – even in the opening scene, when you first come in – chat, call out to each other by name (make one 
up!).  Beware of sticking your hands in the fire or on the fire-can – it suddenly looks like you are burning 
yourself. Fingerless gloves would be awesome…. 
 
Sc. 4: When you are all on stage, start laughing in dark. Don’t wait for lights. 
 
At the last few scenes of the show, be aware that backstage noise is audible. Please be quieter. 
 
As general costume rules – Rich & upper-class women must always wear a hat outside in public.   
Rich men & women must wear gloves to Ascot & Embassy. Rich men must wear black socks. 
 
HIGGINS Good opening scene. 
 
  When gesturing to stair servants, just use one simple motion, not frantic movements. Another 
  Option is that they intuit your moves and you don’t gesture at all. 
  Keep lines in scene 3 moving, overlap especially after the deal has been made. This scene  
  should move like lightning - if you really stopped to consider Pearce, the play wouldn’t happen.   
  “By George, Eliza, the streets shall be strewn…” – keep this in the manic enthusiasm.  
  “Eliza, you are to stay here for the next 6 months…” – Enjoy manipulating her, she actually  
  believes what you’re saying and it’s fun to watch her gullibility. 
 
  Scene 5 – wait for Pickering’s realization “Ohh!” about Doolittle’s not being married before  
  going on. You probably enjoy watching his realization, too. 
 
  As a general rule, Higgins is proud of knowing more than anyone else in the room. I’m missing  
  his impatience with people, his sense of superiority.  After all, he has great vitality, and is not  
  about to wait for others to catch up. Be that motor bus. 
 
  Your exhausted inspiring speech was excellent & motivated 
   
  I think the story needs your port bit (and there is plenty of time and music to cover it.) As she is  
  getting into her cape, go up to the desk. Make sure no one sees you before you furtively down  
  the glass, then straighten yourself up & join them with projected confidence. Stakes are awfully  
  high – know what could happen to your practice, your reputation, if this goes badly. 
  White gloves. 
 
  In “Congratulations Professor Higgins”, put the cup upside-down on your head.  
  Standing on desk chair scared me – not very stable. 
  The scene with Eliza requires an obliviousness to Eliza’s real pain. Be more dismissive of her  
  deeper pain, not understanding how to deal with it; you thought it went swimmingly tonight,  
  plus you’re still on a high & a little drunk.  For the scene to work, Eliza has to believe that you  
  have no need for her after the experiment, and that it’s all over. I know you say, “I hadn’t quite  



  realized you were going away”, but this is a realization.   If you are too intuitive or caring with  
  Eliza in this scene, it makes her motivations more confusing. After all, next scene you see her,  
  she says “I won’t be passed over.” “I’m not dirt under your feet.” “I only want you to show me a  
  little kindness.” If you are showing her such overt kindness, the play doesn’t make sense.  
  There are times when you need to pass her over! 
  Remember: Henry Higgins’ blind spot is his childlike egocentricity – the world  
  revolves around him, (although he would say that he just likes to live exactly the way he  
  pleases).  Which is why later Eliza punctures this world view in her “Without You” song.  Give  
  her something to puncture. “You see me as cold, unfeeling” – if you are ever warm & friendly,  
  you rob the character of his journey & Eliza of her foil & the audience of the full story. 
  Don’t be afraid of the latent misogyny. It’s written into the play, into your character. Trust  
  Shaw: we love Higgins for his razor wit, his withering barbs, his eccentric impulses, his smartest- 
  man-in-the-room impatience, his VITALITY.   
 
  I missed some of the tense discomfort in not being on home turf in the garden scene. 
  Remember to enter/exit only through arches. 
  “I shall miss you, Eliza” – first time you’ve admitted this. Let this exact a bit of a toll.  
  Vulnerability should not be at all comfortable to Higgins. 
  “Eliza, you’re a fool” – protect yourself. 
  Let her song puncture you at first.  Higgins ego is not impervious to being wounded. If you play  
  the triumph so quickly, it robs Eliza of some of hers. Don’t smile throughout so much of it.   At  
  end you grab it. 
  When Eliza says she’ll be a teacher, really laugh at this suggestion. She couldn’t do what you do. 
  When you are worked up at end of scene, let lines come more quickly to steam your exit. 
 
  “Accustomed to her Face” – this is when you first realize Eliza’s real worth, the value you have  
  on her, the toll her leaving is taking on you. If Higgins protects himself, denies her value more in  
  the play in scenes before this song, this change and admittance is more profound. Just as Eliza  
  was broken down and rebuilt herself, this (and the previous scene) is where Higgins is broken  
  down – and where he can begin to rebuild himself if he decides to grow emotionally. 
 
  Final scene – Be more taken aback, unprepared at her appearance. (not a quick, happy “Eliza!”) 
  You are in a bit of a raw, unprotected place (especially if you have been projecting cool  
  confidence for rest of play) – you are vulnerable, she’s heard you listening to her voice. 
  If you both keep gamesmanship – like chess moves, like fencing parries – I think the ending will  
  work and give the sense that they will rebuild their relationship on even parity. 
  Don’t give her chocolate – toss it! More fun, more unexpected! (otherwise it seems like you’ve  
  tamed her or something.) 
 
 
PICKERING Thank you for adding some vocal energy – it helps you to be understood. You can always add  
  more. 
  I think the first scene in Higgins’ house your costume isn’t quite right – maybe a vest & tie  
  would be better than the suspenders & bow tie.  Or even the dk grey cutaway. 
  
  Right now when you formulate the idea of the bet, it’s much too drawn-out. Don’t separate:  
  “What about your boast that you could pass her off as a duchess at the Embassy Ball?  I’ll say  
  you’re the greatest teacher alive if you can make that good.” Watch him for signs of interest.  
 



  Keep lines in scene 3 moving, overlap especially after the deal has been made. This scene  
  should move like lightning. 
 
  Scene 5 – realization with Doolittle (“Ohhh!”) – I’m asking Higgins to not jump in until after your  
  realization. 
 
  I think you should wear the Ascot tails to the Ascot, not Act II. Wear the dk grey cutaway/vest  
  for Act II,4 
  Find your light by the phone as best you can! 
 
 
ELIZA  Such lovely work. You are radiant!  First scene – it would be fantastic to smudge up your face,  
  since you are referred to as ‘dirty’ so many times – I have makeup dirt & charcoal to try. 
 
  In “Loverly” reprise, find a way to angle seat so that both sides of audience see you. 
   
  Don’t want romance with Higgins, demand an equitable, friendly relationship. 
 
MIKE S. When you feel urge to laugh, go right ahead and do it out loud! Also, it would be cool if you  
  added in audible ‘Aaaugh!’s whenever you see them lie on ground, or other times. 
 
COCKNEYS I really enjoy your camaraderie.   
  Tim & Ron: Don’t get so close to fire that you burn hands!  
  Enjoy your sit-down after a long day’s work.  Imagine that your legs are aching… 
  Logan:  in Flower Mkt, don’t easily look Eliza in eyes. It would be very impertinent. 
   
 
MRS. PEARCE Keep lines in scene 3 moving, overlap especially after the deal has been made. This scene  
  should move like lightning. 
 
KATE W. Pick up your pace in the story, keep it energized (enjoy your audience). The place to draw it out  
  Is “never mind about sending any clothes!” 
 
MRS. EYNSFORD-HILL       Come down from box after Ascot song. Come and visit with other actors at far end. 
  Please wear white gloves instead of black to Ascot. 
 
LADY BOXINGTON Don’t be so friendly in “How do you do?”, think haughty. 
  Remember your hat in Wimpole St., too. 
 
FREDDY White gloves!!  
 
BRUCE  Hope your moustache works tonight! Let the spirit gum get sticky. 
 
FLOWERGIRLS  Don’t wear your glasses onstage if possible 
 
JULIA  Walk slower in Embassy. Glide! 
  I really enjoyed how you handled Doolittle getting close while you had stair unit. Well done! 
 
 



LOGAN 
 
DOOLITTLE I really like how you 3 enjoy each other, enjoy life! Ah, the life of being poor & free & lucky! 
  Keep finding levels. He has many different hats – the teacher, the preacher, the poet… 
  He also has many different tactics – the outraged father, the poor henpicked husband; the  
  (wink-wink, nudge-nudge) ‘man of the world’; the lawyer; the real guy. Each tactic changes 
  how you talk to others, because they are ways to manipulate them. 
 
  Wear your wedding shoes! 
  The time it takes to take off your jacket is way too long, unless you fill it with “Wait… wait a  
  minute….. waaaiiit….” 
 
MRS. HIGGINS  After Freddy starts to talk to Eliza about the 1st race, let there be an uncomfortable  
  pause (Eliza isn’t prepared to answer a question like this) before ‘rescuing’ her with “Will it rain,  
  do you think?”, as Henry instructed you. 
 
  Keep working on your “O” sounds, your forward placement of your voice. Using your chest  
  resonance is effective, don’t stay in head resonance. 
 
CHARLES (Caleb) I’m afraid I don’t like the fake moustache. If it were a little less fake, perhaps… 
 
 
 
MUSIC 
 
SPOTLIGHT Anthony -  ½ value spotlight on Eliza “I Could have danced all night” at end. 
 
COSTUME fingerless gloves for opening scene. 
  Katie J needs straps for Embassy gown. 
  All mid-upper class women wear hats outside. 
  All women & men wear gloves in Ascot & Embassy, men wear black socks. 
  Amanda needs disguise when in “Get me to church on time”, she looks like Mrs. Higgins. Hat? 
  Higgins’ robe needs tie, not side clasp ( I think too feminine) 
   
 
SET  Reassign Haakon’s changes, especially green chair. 
  Don’t let blanket reappear in I,9. 
  Don’t let Eliza’s cape reappear after II,1. 
 
PROP  New blanket for Eliza? Throw? 
  Tawny port is browner. Coke & water? 
 
HAIR  Servant girls should all have hair up, if possible. 
 
SOUND 
 
MAKEUP Dirtier street people! (hands, too.) Use the dust or charcoal powder. 
  Red dot for Kati M Embassy. 
 



 
 


